A School-Based Pre-Kindergarten Through Grade 12
Personal Safety and Abuse Prevention Curriculum

ABOUT

SAFER, SMARTER KIDS

PRE-KINDERGARTEN THROUGH GRADE 5
“I have used
the Safer,
Smarter
Kids program
for two years
now with
wonderful
results. The
kids love
it! They are
excited and
engaged
throughout
the program.”

- F lorida Elementary
School Teacher

Safer, Smarter Kids is a child abuse prevention education curriculum designed to empower
elementary school-aged children to protect themselves in situations where someone could
abuse them. Children are armed with protective principles and vocabulary to express their
feelings and talk to a trusted adult.
Safety Topics Covered: Safety awareness | Respecting yourself and others | Developing
self-esteem | Assessing safe vs. unsafe situations | Understanding rules and
responsibilities | Identifying and protecting body boundaries | Listening to a guiding
voice | Accessing help and trusted adults | Determining safe vs. unsafe secrets |
Determining safe vs. unsafe touches | Practicing cyber safety and digital citizenship
Establishing personal power and influence
The curriculum was developed by Lauren Book, M.S.Ed., child abuse survivor, child
advocate and educator, and founder and CEO of the Lauren’s Kids foundation. It was
developed along with career educators and guidance counselors to provide critical safety
information to children, parents and teachers.
The curriculum follows a developmentally appropriate sequence of instruction for
elementary school students, helping children develop skills to stay safe as their world
expands. Each grade level program in the curriculum includes five to eight lessons that are
aligned to the Florida Standards and Next Generation Sunshine State Standards for easy
integration into the classroom. The curriculum allows for all children to effectively learn
these critical strategies, no matter their learning style.
Effectiveness testing of the Pre-K and Kindergarten curriculum showed children had a 77%
learning gain in their knowledge of critical personal safety information. Personal safety learning
continues for middle and high school students through the Safer, Smarter Teens program.

PRE-K & KINDERGARTEN
Children learn strategies and vocabulary to stay safe in the context of their growing world. The main tenets of
this curriculum teach children that their bodies are their own, they always have the right to say no when they feel
uncomfortable and should tell their trusted adult about the situation, and no one should ever ask a child to keep
an unsafe secret. Buddy and Lauren introduce important vocabulary and tools to avoid victimization without dealing
explicitly with the issue of sexual abuse.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (6 Lessons):

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide and USB
(parent letters in English,
Spanish and Creole)
Poster and Stickers
Homework Sheets, Center
Activities, Journals
Scenario Cards, Visual Aids
Parent Letters, Certificates
of Completion
Florida Standards
Reference Sheet

Safety Rules
Grown-Up Buddies
Trusted Triangle
Safety Stop Sign
I Mean Business Voice
Guiding Voice
Think, Feel, Act
Private Parts
Personal Space
Safe and Unsafe Secrets
Tattling and Reporting
Strangers

1st GRADE
Expanding upon the use of the strategies and vocabulary learned previously, children utilize these same concepts
to navigate more complex scenarios and situations around their home. Special emphasis is placed on their ability
to identify and access help from their parents and other trusted adults. Children work with Buddy to search for their
safety tools to complete their Safety Tool Belts – a concept that helps children understand that they always have the
tools and strategies necessary to protect themselves at home and access help, no matter the situation.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (8 Lessons):

•

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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•
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•
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•

Teacher’s Guide and USB (parent
letters in English, Spanish and
Creole)
Poster and Poster Clings
Homework Sheets, Center Activities,
Journals
Scenario Cards, Visual Aids,
Memory Cards, Tokens
Parent Letters, Certificates of
Completion
Florida Standards Reference Sheet

Safety Rules
Grown-Up Buddies
Trusted Triangle
Safety Stop Sign
I Mean Business Voice
Guiding Voice
Think, Feel, Act
Safe and Unsafe Touches
Safe and Unsafe Secrets
Tattling and Reporting
Strangers

2nd GRADE
Children learn that everyone has personal power to proactively keep themselves and others safe in their
neighborhoods. Building upon concepts learned in 1st grade, children expand their vocabulary and learn new
protective strategies for their growing relationships. Connections are made between strategies used in the physical
world to those on the Internet. At the completion of the curriculum, children, along with Buddy and his new friends,
discover the “super” power inside each of them that helps them to stay safe.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (8 Lessons):

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Superstar Tools
Grown-Up Buddies
Trusted Triangle
Safety Stop Sign
I Mean Business Voice
Think, Feel, Act
Awareness of Surroundings

•

P.L.A.N.

•
•

Safe and Unsafe Secrets
Body Boundaries and
Privacy
Internet Safety

•
•

•
•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide and USB
(parent letters in English,
Spanish and Creole)
Poster and Poster Clings
Bifolds with Parent
Letters, Journals and
Activity Sheets
Stickers
Scenario Cards
Cyber Learner’s Permits
Florida Standards
Reference Sheet

•

3rd GRADE
Expanding upon the tools and strategies learned in kindergarten through 2nd grade, children recognize their role in their
physical and cyber communities. They understand the difference between being a victim, a bystander and a wrongdoer,
as well as how to evaluate what each of these means and the impact it has on the people around them. Special
emphasis is placed on defining safe cyber citizenship and the vulnerabilities that come with online relationships.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (5 Lessons):

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide and USB
(parent letters in English,
Spanish and Creole)
Poster and Poster Clings
Journals, Cyber Citizen
Licenses and Glossary
Sheets
Stickers
Buddy’s Quiz Whiz Review
Game
Florida Standards Reference
Sheet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good Citizenship in Our
Community
Wrongdoing, Wrongdoer,
Victim, Bystander
Trusted Triangle
Think, Feel, Act
Internet Safety
Digital Community
Body Boundaries and
Personal Space
Guiding Voice
Personal Power

4th GRADE
The 4th Grade curriculum continues to address safety information in a relatable, child-centric backdrop to help
children more clearly identify their changing needs as they become more mature and independent. Students will join
Lauren and kids from the Rec Center as they travel back in time to learn about the United States Constitution and
Bill of Rights, which are provided as an introduction to the Kids’ Bill of Rights and build the framework for all of the
lessons in the 4th Grade curriculum. Students are introduced to the Kids’ Bill of Rights, which includes their right to
Safety, Respect, their Identity, a Voice and the right to their Childhood.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (5 Lessons):

•
•

•

•

•
•

Teacher’s Guide
USB with videos, lesson materials
and parent letters (Parent letters
available in Spanish and Creole)
Learning Logs (Big Idea and
Key Vocabulary, My Turn Activity,
Journal Prompt, and Building the
Background Activity)
Poster & Key Vocabulary Cards
Florida Standards Reference Sheet

•
•
•
•

Kids’ Bill of Rights: Right
to Safety, Respect, Your
Identity, A Voice, Childhood
Safety NETwork, Digital
Safety
Respecting Boundaries,
Body Boundaries
Tattling vs. Reporting,
Trusted Adults
Think, Feel, Act

5th GRADE
The 5th Grade curriculum builds upon and expands the concept of kids’ rights introduced in 4th Grade. It provides
strategies for children to identify their inner courage and make choices that can keep them safe during this
challenging developmental transition from childhood to adolescence. Emphasis is placed on teaching children how
to react to pressure from peers including, bullying and the setting of personal boundaries. Lesson 5 discusses some
of the concerns that children may have as they transition to middle school and models appropriate responses, so
children are armed with relatable dialogue that they can use in their everyday lives.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (5 Lessons):

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide
Parent Letters
USB with videos, lesson materials and
parent letters (Parent letters available in
Spanish and Creole)
Learning Logs (Big Idea and Key Vocabulary,
My Turn Activity, Journal Prompt, and
Building the Background Activity)
Poster & Key Vocabulary Cards
Activity Sticky Notes
Florida Standards Reference Sheet

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction: Finding the
Courage Within You
Peer Pressure
Cyber Bullying & Cyber
Safety
Privacy, Safety NETwork
Boundaries, Grooming
The Courage to Change

ABOUT

SAFER, SMARTER TEENS

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL PERSONAL SAFETY CURRICULUM
Did you know? At
least 20 percent of
teens will become
a victim of some
form of abuse
before graduating
from high school.
Though the stats
are staggering,
the solution is
clear: we can
prevent abuse and
empower survivors
through education
and awareness.

Lauren’s Kids Safer, Smarter Teens curriculum empowers middle and high
school students to tap into their personal power and become advocates
for change in their communities, while learning how to use their voices to
better protect themselves and others. Developed by Lauren Book, M.S.Ed,
alongside experts and career educators, the curriculum includes five lessons
that are aligned to the Florida Standards and Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards for easy integration into the classroom.
The Safer, Smarter Teens: Personal Power Middle School curriculum teaches
students how to recognize danger and how to use their personal power to say
“no,” get help, set boundaries and become leaders. Middle school students
learn about the warning signs of unsafe situations and what actions they can
take to reduce risks, stay safe, and access help through scenario-based video
lessons and in-class activities.
The Safer, Smarter Teens: Be the Change High School curriculum addresses
personal safety and the balance of power in relationships and topics such
as sexual abuse, sexual harassment, and dating violence through real-life
conversations with abuse survivors, law enforcement, educators and experts.
This curriculum will empower students to know what to do in an unsafe
situation, who to turn to for help, and how to help a friend in need.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
The Safer, Smarter Teens: Personal Power curriculum delves into Lauren Book’s personal story of childhood abuse and
the journey to find her voice, and provides middle school students with knowledge that they have personal power: the
power to recognize danger, the power to say no, the power to get help, and the power to set boundaries about what
people can and can’t do with their bodies. The curriculum also helps students learn to recognize the warning signs of
unsafe situations and what actions they can take to reduce risks, stay safe and access help through scenario-based
videos and in-class exercises. In every lesson, students are challenged to use their voices and cultivate personal power.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (6 Lessons):

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide
Parent Letters
USB with videos, lesson materials
and parent letters (Parent letters
available in Spanish and Creole)
Activity Sheets
Spotlight and Key Vocabulary
Focus Scene Cards
Key Vocabulary Cards
Florida Standards Reference Sheet
Bookmarks

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Personal
Power & Lauren’s Story
Body Boundaries, Peer
Pressure & Fitting In
Grooming, Secrets, Isolation
Think, Feel, Act
Abuse, Disclosure and
Getting Help
Technology Safety and
Cybergrooming

In Safer, Smarter
Teens: Personal
Power, students
are challenged to
use their voices
and cultivate
personal power.

HIGH SCHOOL
The Safer, Smarter Teens: Be the Change curriculum focuses on a time when a young adult may face greater risks to their
personal safety. The high school curriculum addresses personal safety and relationships, and some sensitive topics such
as sexual abuse, sexual harassment and dating violence. This curriculum will empower students to know what to do in an
unsafe situation, who to turn to for help, and how to help a friend who is in need. Throughout the five lessons, students
hear from real-life survivors who share their personal stories of abuse and how they found the courage to access help.

Curriculum Kit Includes:

Topics Covered (5 Lessons):

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Teacher’s Guide
Parent Letters
USB with videos, lesson materials
and parent letters (Parent letters
available in Spanish and Creole)
Lesson Glossaries
Activity Sheets
Florida Standards Reference Sheet

•
•
•
•

Be the Change: Personal
Rights and Responsibilities
Healthy vs. Unhealthy
Relationships
The Problem of Sexual
Abuse
Dating Violence and
Harassment
Education and Advocacy in
Action

Safer, Smarter
Teens: Be
the Change
will empower
students to know
what to do in an
unsafe situation.

COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
RECREATIONAL
RECREATIONAL
CENTER
CENTER

kindergarten

SPECIAL NEEDS
Unfortunately, more than 90% of people, both male and female, with special needs will be sexually abused at some
point in their lives, and 49% will experience 10 or more abuse incidents in their lives.1 Only 3% of sexual abuse cases
involving people with disabilities are ever reported, which is why the lessons taught in this specialized curriculum are
so critical.1
The curriculum includes engaging lesson plans that incorporate visual aids to educate children about the importance
of body boundaries and personal safety, and encourages children to develop a group of trusted adults with whom they
can share things that make them uncomfortable. The framework is designed to create a cooperative environment for
parents and teachers to create a learning plan so that each child, no matter their need, can receive a developmentally
appropriate abuse prevention education.
The framework integrates with current autism models and focuses on the children recognizing facial cues and
situational circumstances to determine what action should be taken to protect themselves.

Curriculum Kit Includes:
Folder | Introductory Educator Letter | Parent Letter | DVD: Parent Video and Educator Video | Scenario Cards

1

Valenti-Hein, D., Schwartz, L. The Sexual Abuse Interview for Those with Developmental Disabilities.

TRAUMA INFORMED CARE
The Lauren’s Kids Trauma Informed Care training was created in collaboration with the Florida Department of Children
and Families, Florida Council Against Sexual Violence and a trauma informed care expert to support families and
organizations that care for abused children, especially those seeking support within the foster care system.
The training teaches caregivers how to approach the actions of a child through a trauma informed lens, providing
practical ways to correct regressive and even violent or over-sexualized behaviors of a child who has been abused.
The curriculum was designed to be presented as a facilitator-led learning format, but the materials can be used by any
person or organization looking to better understand how to relate to and help a child in the aftermath of their abuse.

Training Materials:
•
•
•

A Facilitator’s Guide
Participant Materials
DVD and USB that includes: PowerPoint presentations for each module | Interviews with a trauma informed care
expert | Trauma informed care scenario cards reenactments | Videos of interviews and perspectives from foster
parents who have cared for children with abusive backgrounds

LAUREN’S KINGDOM
Little Lauren lives with her loving family in a small stone
house by the sea. Her radiant smile and sweet disposition
warm the hearts of everyone she meets…but things change
when a babysitter arrives. Lauren is afraid of the bigger,
stronger babysitter’s touching and becomes quiet and sad.
But, with the help of her friend Rodney, Lauren finds the
courage to use her voice. Together, they learn an important
lesson for children everywhere:
If you’re choking back tears and your heart’s filled with
fears…you know very well, it’s OK to tell.
Lauren’s Kingdom is appropriate for children in pre-K through
second grade and is available at Books-A-Million, Barnes &
Noble and Amazon. All proceeds go toward the Lauren’s Kids
foundation’s work to prevent abuse and help survivors heal.
Best-selling author Lauren Book, M.S.Ed., is an internationally
recognized child advocate, a former classroom educator and
a lover of children’s literature.

RESOURCES & SUPPORT

FOR EDUCATORS

SAFER, SMARTER SCHOOLS CONFERENCE
The Safer, Smarter Schools Conference is an in-person training
program that brings school teachers together to learn how to
implement the Safer, Smarter Kids and Safer, Smarter Teens
education curriculums. These intensive trainings provide teachers
with facilitation techniques based upon the grade level they teach,
expert lectures and the ability to speak with curriculum creators
to ask questions and gain feedback about best practices.
By attending the Conference, teachers receive free curriculum kits
and materials specific to their grade level and access to an online
Community of Practice. Regional trainings are offered throughout
each school year and in various cities across Florida.
Find out if you are eligible for an upcoming Safer, Smarter Schools
Conference by visiting SaferSmarterKids.org/Teachers.

SaferSmarterKids.org & SaferSmarterTeens.org
To support teachers, parents and children as they learn important
safety information, Lauren’s Kids created SaferSmarterKids.org
and SaferSmarterTeens.org. These websites provide teachers and
parents with additional materials to facilitate safety conversations
with their students or children, the ability to receive new products
and activities, and up-to-date research and testing information.
Visitors can also receive valuable guidance from experts by
submitting questions, reading FAQs, downloading training
materials or participating in an online Community of Practice.

Visit SaferSmarterKids.org
today to begin exploring!

Lauren Book, Lauren’s Kids’ founder and CEO, was a victim of
childhood sexual abuse for six years at the hands of her trusted
caretaker. Armed with the knowledge that 95% of sexual abuse
is preventable through education and awareness, Lauren has
worked to turn her horrific personal experience into a vehicle to
prevent childhood sexual abuse and help other survivors heal.
An official 501(c)3 since 2007, Lauren’s Kids is based in South
Florida and educates adults and children about sexual abuse
prevention through in-school curriculum, awareness campaigns
and speaking engagements around the country and the world.
The organization also leads an annual, statewide “Walk in My
Shoes” awareness walk across the state of Florida – 1,500
miles from Key West to Tallahassee – and provides more than
7 million education and awareness materials statewide through
direct mail every year. The Walk takes place over 42 days in
recognition of the estimated 42 million survivors of child sexual
abuse in America. The foundation has helped advocate for the
passage of nearly two dozen laws to support survivors and
protect children from predators. The ultimate goal is to prevent
sexual abuse through education and awareness, and to help
survivors heal with guidance and support.
To learn more about Lauren’s Kids, visit www.LaurensKids.org

Order curriculum today!
Shop.LaurensKids.org

